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Abstract The friction behavior of the nanoscratching

process is investigated using molecular dynamic simula-

tions by considering a sphere indenter sliding against a

nickel nanofilm structure. In the film/substrate system, the

interface-dominated friction process is studied during the

nanoscratch process. The results indicate that the interface

accommodates deformation during the scratch by absorb-

ing plastic deformation (such as stacking faults and partial

dislocations) and by allowing locally interface slip. The

observed local material shuffling beneath the tip that was

strongly affected by the interface and friction mechanisms,

including material ploughing along the track, filling in of

the track, and piling up of the chip in front of the tip, are

discussed. The combination effects of both scratching

depths and film thicknesses were also investigated.

Keywords Nanotribology � Friction-reducing �
Friction mechanisms � Films � Dynamic modeling

1 Introduction

Friction problems are nearly inevitable in engineering and

technological applications, and they play an important role in

influencing the work efficiency [1]. For applications in the

area of micro-engineering, such as microelectro-mechanical

systems (MEMS) and ultra-high-density recording, friction

contact always takes place within the micro- or nano-size

region [2]. On such a small scale, nanotribology resulting in

adhesion, asperity contact, friction, and wear increases sig-

nificantly. Thus, a full understanding of the friction law at the

micro- or nano-scale is essential for designing small-scale

devices. In past decades, considerable research has been

focused on investigating the friction behaviors at the micro-

or nano-scales based on theory and simulations. The concept

of friction has been extended in a number of associated areas,

such as using surface roughness [3, 4], phonon and electron

excitation [5–7], and dislocation interaction theories [8–10].

For almost four decades lubrication has been employed

in the friction system to reduce wear [11], with the lubri-

cant used between surfaces to carry the load. For contact at

the nanoscale, lubricant is inadequate since it may cause

additional electrical forces or chemical reactions. In most

such applications, a thin metal-coating layer is often

introduced to the small-scale devices to enhance physical

properties [12], and the specific case of nano-size coating

layer has attracted much research interest [13, 14]. It is

crucial to understand the interface effect on friction and

wear properties at the nanoscale due to its importance in

engineering applications. From experimental studies, layer

thickness has been shown to play a key role in the

mechanical properties of the multi-layer material [15], and

a deformation mechanism transition exists from lattice

dislocation to grain boundary motion at the critical layer

thickness [16]. A considerable number of simulation

studies have been recently carried out to address the

interface effects. Cho et al. [10] investigated the interaction

of dislocation with grain boundary for the nanoindentation

case using a molecular dynamic (MD) simulation, and their

results show that lower indentation resistance can be

attributed to the dislocation interaction with the grain
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boundary. Saraev et al. [17] studied the resistance of a

multi-layered metal thin film for the nanoindentation case

and were able to demonstrate the Hall–Petch effect of layer

thicknesses. However, these studies mostly focus on the

interface effect for the nanoindentation cases, and few

researchers have focused on the interface effect for

nanoscratching friction case. Fang et al. [9] studied the

friction response during the scratching of multi-layered

films and observed both stick–slip and work-hardening

behaviors during the scratching process. Cheng et al. [18]

performed the scratching test on the Cu/Nickel (Ni) mul-

tilayer crystal system and observed that there is a misfit

dislocation network which causes the frictional coefficient

to be decreased. The material internal friction (plastic

deformation) effect on tribological properties is not yet

comprehensively studied, and the effect of how the film/

substrate interface affects the local plastic deformation

evolution beneath the tip is still rather vague. During

scratching, the interface induces local plastic deformation

as well as microstructure evolution due to complex inter-

actions between dislocations, stacking faults and interfaces.

These changes should be systematically studied in terms of

friction behavior. In the study reported here, we investigate

the nanoscale friction behavior of a Ni-film/substrate sys-

tem (one layer of film on the substrate) under conditions of

nanoscratching on film by using MD simulations. The

emphasis of the research was on studying how the internal

friction at the grain boundary (GB) affects the tribological

properties of the system. Ni was chosen because it is

widely used in many industries, especially in surface-

coating technology. Both the effects of scratch depth and

film thickness on the nano-friction behavior were studied.

Detailed micro-plastic behavior around the indenter is

discussed, including material ploughing, piling up, and

dislocation generation and propagation, among others.

2 Simulation Model

In the present study, MD simulation is used to describe the

nanoscratch process of a bicrystal Ni model containing R5

twist grain boundaries. The embedded-atom method

(EAM) potential [19] for Ni is adopted. A spherical

indenter with radius R exerts a force of magnitude by Eq. 1

on the atoms at the (010) surface [20]:

P ¼ �k R� rIð Þ2 for rI\R ð1Þ

where k is the effective stiffness of the indenter, R is radius

of the spherical indenter and rI is the distance from the

center of the spherical indenter to the center of the atom

I. The force is repulsive, and P(r) = 0 for all the atoms

which have rI [ R. The radius R is taken as 20 Å in the

present simulations. As shown in Fig. 1, a one-layer film

with thickness t is on the top of the surface, with the crystal

orientation of x \-3 0 -4[, y \0 1 0[, z \4 0 -3[; the

substrate has the crystal orientation of x \1 0 0[, y \0 1

0[, z\0 0 1[. The interface between the film and substrate

is a R5 coincident twist grain boundary with a misorien-

tation angle of 36.87�. The normal direction of the inter-

face is y \0 1 0[. The simulated model consists of

approximately 2,000,000 atoms and has a dimension of

x 9 y 9 z = 563.2 9 150.8 9 281.6 Å. It is carefully

selected so that the box has periodic boundaries in the x and

z directions for both the film and substrate. Four layers of

atoms are fixed in the x and y directions, and the scratch is

conducted on the (010) surface in the x \-3 0 -4[
direction.

MD simulations reported in this work are performed

using large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel

simulator (LAMMPS) developed by Plimpton and co-

workers [21]. The initial film structure is relaxed to the

minimum energy configuration by using the conjugate

gradient method, and the relaxed structure is taken as the

initial configuration for scratching simulation. The entire

process of the scratching simulation includes three steps:

indentation, relaxation and scratch. Normal force and shear

(friction) force are defined as the summing resultant forces

at the indenter tip and are calculated during the scratching

process. To keep the computational time into a reasonable

value, the scratching speed is chosen to be 100 m/s in the

current MD simulation, which is a typical value in usual

nano-scratching simulations [22, 23]. To reduce the influ-

ence of thermal fluctuation on nucleation and the propa-

gation of defects, we adopt the canonical ensemble via an

external Nosé–Hoover thermostat [24] at a temperature of

1 K. For comparison purposes, we also performed some

simulations with a lower scratch velocity and higher tem-

perature. In order to investigate the influence of the inter-

face between film and substrate on the nano-friction

Fig. 1 Sketch of present scratch model. GB Grain boundary
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phenomenon, the relationships between indenting depth on

the film at various values of d and different film thickness

t are studied as shown in Fig. 1. Friction behavior for Ni

monolithic material under scratching and the same condi-

tion (scratch depth and move velocity) is also simulated for

comparison purposes.

3 Result and Discussion

3.1 Softening and Ultra-Low Friction at Shallow

Scratch d = 5 Å

The relationship of normal force with scratch displacement

at a scratch depth of d = 8 Å is shown in Fig. 2c. It can be

seen that the normal force curves have similar initial slopes

in the indentation processes and that the film thickness does

not affect the elastic response [25], but does affect the

yielding behavior. In the film with thickness t = 10 Å, the

first displacement burst point appears around indentation

depth dcri = 2.5 Å. The burst value increases with

increasing film thickness, dcri = 4 Å for t = 20 Å and

dcri = 5 Å for t = 40 Å, which is nearly the same as that

in the bulk case. The subsequent response after first

yielding shows that the interface causes the reduction of the

plastic response, which is similar to findings reported ear-

lier [17, 26]. Nix and coworkers [27] also indicated that the

cause of such softening during the indentation process is

due to dislocation emission from the interface or disloca-

tion absorption at the interface. As a consequence, at the

scratch depth of d = 5 Å, normal force decreases with

decreasing film thickness, as shown in Fig. 2a. The friction

force is characterized in a different way, as shown in

Fig. 2b, and its value is very small for a thicker film t = 20

and 40 Å. However, the friction force changes abruptly to a

big amplitude for the thinner film case (t = 10 Å). In order

to study the dynamic friction behavior of the system, the

average forces over the scratch displacement s (from

s = 50 to s = 280 Å) are calculated, as shown in Fig. 3. It

can be seen from Fig. 3a that the shallow scratch

(d = 5 Å) at film thickness t = 10 Å corresponds to a

large friction but that there is a perfect lubrication property

at film thicknesses t = 20 and 40 Å, as well as the bulk

while d = 5 Å. The friction coefficient at scratch depth

d = 5 Å also exhibits the same trend, as shown in Fig. 4.

In order to study why the ultra-low friction behavior is

obtained and why the friction coefficient changes abruptly

with decreasing film thickness at the scratch depth

d = 5 Å, we analyzed the displacement field of the film/

substrate system under scratch; the X–Y side views of the

displacement field after the scratch are presented in Fig. 5.

At the scratch depth d = 5 Å, a large area of plastic

deformation along the scratch track appears in the film with

Fig. 2 Typical normal forces and cut forces as a function of the

scratch distance (d) associated with different film thicknesses:

a normal forces d = 5 Å, b friction forces d = 5 Å, c normal forces

d = 8 Å, d friction forces d = 8 Å. Film thicknesses (t) = 10, 20,

40 Å
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thickness t = 10 Å, as shown in Fig. 5a, while almost no

plastic deformation occurs in the cases of t = 20 and 40Å,

as shown in Fig. 5b, c. The deformation below the tip

recovers during the relaxation stage after the tip moves

forward. This is why the ultra-low friction occurs in thicker

film cases. It should be noted that in Fig. 5a, dislocation

absorption and stacking fault arresting are the main oper-

ating mechanisms within the thinner film, and the amor-

phous structure which is triggered by complex local

reaction at interface is attributed to the increase in friction

force. This can be proved by observing the atomistic

defects around the tip for several film thicknesses at the

beginning of scratch with the indentation depth d = 5 Å,

as shown in Fig. 6. Amorphous structures are formed in the

thinner film (t = 10 Å) as the result of absorption of local

plastic deformation at the interface, as shown in Fig. 6a. In

the case of t = 20 Å, partial dislocations propagate from

the subsurface to the interface, and the trans-film stacking

faults are formed, as shown in red in Fig. 6b. However, the

stacking faults are easily recovered after the indenter

moves forward, indicating that the plastic deformation

caused in the indentation process is healed during retrac-

tion. In the case of t = 40 Å, stacking faults extend to the

subsurface below the tip, as shown in Fig. 6c; however, the

plastic deformation is also recovered in the scratch process

after the indenter tip moves forward, as shown by the quick

recovery of the surface. This phenomenon has also been

observed in recycle indentation simulations [20]. These

results clearly show that surface re-healing is a very

effective way to recover surface plastic deformation at the

nano-scale. Thus, it can be concluded that the amorphous

structure which is induced by local interface slip in the

thinner film hinders the recovery of deformation after the

indenter tip moves forward. This phenomenon also

explains why the ultra-low friction does not hold in the

thinner film, and it can be also indicated by the average

displacement profile, as shown in Fig. 7a. Atoms below the

tip show a very small displacement in the cases of t = 20

and 40 Å because most of the deformation is recovered by

rehealing. To the contrary, large movement appears in the

film with t = 10 Å because both dislocations and stacking

faults are absorbed by the interface. Thus, permanent

deformation is produced, and the surface deformation can

not be recovered by the high-surface mobility of atoms.

The subsurface plastic reaction induced by the interface is

the cause of the onset of wear.

In the experiment by Gosvami et al. [28], the atomically

flat metal surface was found to exhibit very low frictional

dissipation over a range of several nanonewtons, and there

was almost no surface damage observed during low-load

Fig. 3 Average forces as a function of the scratch distance associated

with different indentation depths: a d = 5 Å, b d = 8 Å, c d = 15 Å

Fig. 4 Friction coefficient as function of film thickness and scratch

depth
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Fig. 5 Displacement field after scratching the system at a distance of

280 Å with different film thicknesses: a d = 5 Å, t = 10 Å;

b d = 5 Å, t = 20 Å; c d = 5 Å, t = 40 Å; d d = 8 Å, t = 10 Å;

e d = 8Å, t = 20 Å; f d = 8 Å, t = 40 Å; g d = 15 Å, t = 10 Å;

h d = 15 Å, t = 20 Å; I d = 15 Å, t = 40 Å (all the figures are

labeled in the same legend in a with the unit of Å)
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scratch measurements. Our results suggest that the high-

surface mobility of atoms can be taken as one of the rea-

sons why the flat metal surface exhibits very low frictional

dissipation—namely, it can restore the metal surfaces

during the shallow scratch process. Plastic deformation can

be healed if it does not react in a complex manner with the

microstructure at the interface, and amorphous structure

caused by severe deformation may induce the onset of wear

(Table 1).

3.2 Effects of Scratch Depth and Film Thickness

The average normal and shear (cutting) forces during the

scratch process are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that: (1)

at a shallow scratch depth d = 5 Å, normal force decreases

with decreasing film thickness, and the softening phe-

nomenon is caused by the interface; (2) at the scratch depth

d = 8 Å, normal force at a film thickness of t = 10 Å is a

little larger than that of t = 20 Å as the result of intensive

dislocation and stacking fault interactions with the inter-

face, and friction force decreases with decreasing film

thickness; (3) At depth of d = 15 Å, the deviation of the

normal forces is small for all film thicknesses, and only a

little hardening at t = 10 Å case is observed. The friction

forces have approximately the same value for film thick-

ness t = 10 and 20 Å because in these two cases, the

scratch depth d = 15 Å penetrates or approaches the

interface, with the result that the interface may take on an

effect similar to the friction force. The friction coefficient

as the function of both film thickness and scratch depth is

shown in Fig. 4: it decreases with decreases in both scratch

Fig. 6 Atomic structures beneath the indenter tip for various of film

thickness d = 5 Å: a t = 10 Å, b t = 20 Å, c t = 40 Å

Fig. 7 Average atom’s displacement profile at the scratch direction

beneath the tip along the scratch track (usd indicates the scratch

direction): a d = 5 Å, b d = 8 Å, c d = 15 Å. We take an average of

atom’s displacement along the scratch track between 50 and 280 Å,

neglecting the first 50 Å distance in order to minimize the effect of the

static–dynamic transition
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depth and film thickness except at the very fine scratch

depth d = 5 Å.

The deformation fields during the scratch are shown in

Fig. 5 for the study of the detailed friction mechanism. It

can be seen that the deformation localization is observed

on the film without propagating to the bulk, especially for

thinner film cases t = 10 and 20 Å, as shown in Fig. 5d–

g, h. The interface acts as a strong barrier for the defor-

mation propagation. In order to quantify how much

deformation the atoms are subject to below the tip and

how this relates to the measured friction coefficient, the

average displacement profiles at the scratch direction

below the tip along the scratch track after scratch dis-

placement of 280 Å were calculated, as shown in Fig. 7.

It can be seen: (1): at scratch depth of d = 5 Å (Fig. 7a),

only large displacement appears in the film of t = 10 Å,

and transporting atoms are one of the reasons why large

friction occurs; (2) at both depths of d = 8 and 15 Å

(Fig. 7b, c), respectively, displacement profiles display the

similar trend, jumping at the GB, indicating that atom’s

movement is localized in the film. The surface atoms in

the case of t = 40 Å have the largest movement. The

extreme distortion causes the largest friction dissipation,

which can explain why thicker film has the larger friction

coefficient, as shown in Fig. 4.

3.3 Effects of Dislocation Evolution and Local

Plasticity

In the scratch process, dislocation nucleation and propa-

gation are very important issues. Thus, the dislocation

evolution during the nanoscratch process of the film/sub-

strate structure was investigated by analyzing the local

crystalline order of all the atoms in the system at certain

scratch displacements. Figure 8 shows the snapshots of

bottom views of the subsurface during the scratch process

with scratch depths of d = 8 and 15 Å, respectively. The

pictures are visualized by visual molecular dynamics

(VMD), an open source molecular visualization program

[29]. Firstly, at scratch depth d = 8 Å (Fig. 8a), there are

inter-film stacking faults being generated during scratch in

thinner film cases, t = 10 and 20 Å, and their preferential

slip directions are both in \-1 0 -1[ and \1 0 -1[, as

indicated by the local coordinate system. This demonstrates

that the interface reacts with the leading partial dislocation

and, therefore, no full dislocation is nucleated. While in

thick film t = 40 Å, groups of V-shape dislocation con-

sisting of Shockley partial dislocations are constructed and

then propagate in the slip direction \-1 0 -1[. The

resolved stress is small in the other slip direction\1 0 -1[,

so no dislocation propagation appears. Comparison of the

two bottom figures in Fig. 8a shows that the dislocations

which move out of the cell from the right side (left figure)

enter into the box from the left side (right figure); the reason

for this is that the periodic boundary condition is applied in

the simulation model. It can be concluded that the thicker

film prefers to form the V-shape dislocation propagation

below the surface rather than to form stacking fault inter-

secting the film. Secondly, at scratch depth d = 15 Å

(Fig. 8b), there are inter-film stacking faults in thinner films

of both t = 10 and 20 Å, and these are similar to the ones in

the previous case shown in Fig. 8a. However, the influence

region increases since the deformation becomes larger with

increasing d. In contrast, in thick film t = 40 Å, few V-

shape dislocations are observed compared with the cases

shown in Fig. 8a because (1) the deeper scratch depth cor-

responds to bigger V-shape dislocations, thus the higher

force is needed for activation of the bigger V-dislocations

and (2) plastic deformation tends to localize below the tip at

the deeper scratch depth, which can be seen by comparing

left-down figures in both Fig. 8a, b, and the large stacking

faults and local amorphous structures are formed at the

deeper scratch. The stress concentration activates the V-

dislocations in multiple slip systems, as indicated by arrows

in Fig. 8b. Jiang and coworkers [10] also observed that with

increasing indent depth, multiple dislocation nucleations are

induced by the large stress in the substrate—and not indi-

vidual events of dislocation nucleation. Our simulations

show similar results. It can be concluded that the required

friction forces for trans-film stacking fault Fstack, single slip

V-dislocation Fsingle, and multi-slip V-dislocation Fmulti

have the following relationship:

Table 1 Friction map

Film

thickness

(t)

Scratch depth (d)

5 Å 8 Å 15 Å

10 Å Finite friction (amorphous structure, trans-film

stacking faults)

Low friction (interface-mediated deformation, trans-film stacking faults,

interface slip)

20 Å Ultra-low friction (surface recovery due to

high-surface mobility of atoms)40 Å High friction (ploughing, piling up,

single slip V-dislocation nucleation)

High friction (ploughing, piling up,

multi-slip V-dislocation nucleation)

Microstructure characteristics are given in parenthesis
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Fstack\Fsingle\Fmulti ð2Þ

Thinner film leads to low friction since friction force is

dominated by Fstack, and the deeper scratch induces larger

friction because friction is affected by Fmulti at deep

scratch.

Figure 9 shows the volume fraction diagrams during the

scratch process. Figure. 9a shows the cutting view of the

(a) 

x

z

d= 15Å t = 10Å

d= 15Å t = 20Å

d= 15Å t = 40Å

<-1 0 -1>

<1 0 -1>

<-1 0 -1>

<1 0 -1>

<-1 0 -1>

<1 0 -1>

(b) 

x

z

d= 8Å t = 10Å

d= 8Å t = 20Å

d= 8Å t = 40Å

<-1 0 -1>

<1 0 -1>

<-1 0 -1>

<1 0 -1>

<-1 0 -1>

<1 0 -1>

Fig. 8 Subsurface

microstructure after scratch

distance of 60 Å (left column)

and 280 Å (right column); the

bottom views are shown in order

to see the microstructure

evolutions. Red circles V-shape

dislocation moving forward in

the direction illustrated by the

arrow, open triangle indicates

the position of the indenter.

Scratch depth d = 8 Å (a) and

d = 15 Å (b), from top to
bottom, t = 10, 20, and 40 Å.

Local crystalline order analysis

was used to visualize defects in

the system, The transparent

atoms with local face-centered

cubic (FCC) order represent the

perfect FCC lattice; part of the

atoms which have 12 nearest

neighbors with local hexagonal

close-packed (HCP) order are

colored with red representing

those in the stacking faults, blue
representing the rest with 12

nearest neighbors in order to

represent atoms in the

dislocation core, green
indicating atoms with 10 or 11

nearest neighbours representing

those in the vacancies, and

yellow indicating those with

fewer than ten nearest

neighbours and standing for

fully disordered ones, which

represent the atoms at the

surfaces (Color figure online)
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section which is perpendicular to the scratch direction.

According to this sketch, we define the following variables:

Vplas: the fraction of atoms which penetrates into the

substrate after the scratch;

Vplou: the fraction of atoms which ploughs on the two

sides along the scratch track after the scratch;

Vfil: the fraction of atoms which fills in the track after

the scratch.

The volume fractions for both d = 8 and 15 Å are

shown in Fig. 9b, c, respectively, and indicate that the film

interface plays a critical role in absorbing plastic defor-

mations during the scratch. The Vplas fraction decreases as

the film thickness t increases. In the thinner film at both

scratch depths, around 40 % of the local deformation is

released by the plastic part due to various contributions

during contact, such as local interface slip, GB atom

shuffling, and dislocation absorption and arresting of inter-

film stacking fault at GB. Vplou increases with increases in

scratch depth, which in turn induces a larger contact area

that causes a large friction force. This result verifies the

same tribological trends observed in friction force varia-

tions in both Figs. 3 and 4. Compared with microscale

scratch experiments on film [30], the conclusion drawn

from our simulations is consistent with the finding of the

former study, which is that spalling along the scratch track

becomes more serious with increasing film thickness. If we

check the atomistic configurations in Fig. 5, only piling up

in front of the tip is observed in Fig. 5f–I and, as a con-

sequence of piling up in front of the tip, a larger percentage

of Vplou forms after the tip moves forward. This finding is

consistent with the variation of the Vplou part in Fig. 9, with

the increased larger contact area resulting in larger friction

resistance.

4 Comparison with Other Research

Our results show friction coefficient l ranging from *0.2

to *0.6 for various scratch depths. This range is similar

with other MD results, although there are several other

factors which might affect the friction ratio. Komanduri

et al. performed nanoscratch on single crystal aluminum at

extremely low depths, namely, 0–8Å, to investigate

atomic-scale friction [8, 23]. The friction coefficients at

these depths are much higher ([0.66) than our results

because the sharp edge is used as the tip in their simula-

tions. Mulliah et al. [31, 32] performed simulations by

nanoscratch on a silver surface (100) and obtained a

dynamic friction coefficient that ranged from 0.13 to 0.46

with increasing depth from 5 to 15 Å. These results are

similar to our results shown in Fig. 4. The main differences

between Mulliah et al.’s [31, 32] results and our results are

that we obtained ultra-low friction at a depth of 5 Å in

some cases without taking into account the adhesive force.

Gao et al. [33] studied the effect of indenter shape on the

nanoscratch behavior of Ni, obtaining a friction coefficient

ranging from 0.31 to 0.43 for a round triangular tip at the

scratch depth of 25 Å with tip radius of 140 Å. From

scratching experiments at nanoscale depth, the result of the

friction coefficients for Ni film given by Islam et al. [34]

ranged from 0.4084 to 0.4473, which is quite similar to the

value obtained in our simulations although the scratch

velocity and temperature effect were not taken into account

in our cases.

Fig. 9 Volume fractions during the scratch process. a Cutting view

of the section which is perpendicular to the scratch direction,

b volume fractions at scratch depth d = 8 Å, c volume fractions at

scratch depth d = 15 Å
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Recent MD simulations for the contact of single asperity

[35] indicate that subtle variations in the atomic structure

on the contact surface substantially improve the mechani-

cal properties, such as contact areas, adhesive forces,

contact stiffness, as well as friction behavior. Although

continuum mechanics models tend to fail at the nanoscale,

Mo et al. [36] demonstrated that the failure is due to

inaccurately defining the contact area in nanoscale, and

they suggest that by defining the contact area as being

proportional to the number of interacting atoms, the mac-

roscopic linear relationship between friction force and

contact area is able to be extended to the nanoscale. We

plot the variation of friction force as a function of number

of contact atoms, as shown in Fig. 10 where the rectangle

symbols denote the nanoscratch results in bulk with several

depths (d = 8, 10, 12, 15 Å) and the triangle symbols

denote the results in film. It can be seen that the bulk results

agree well with the liner prediction by Mo [36]. In addition,

because the effects of the interface on the thicker film

t = 40 Å are small, these data also fall in with the linear fit.

However, this linear prediction breaks down with

decreasing film thickness. The number of contact atoms

decreases with the introduction of the interface, and the

decrease in friction force drops more rapidly, so that the

film data fall below the linear prediction. This may provide

a clue that decreases in the film thickness are able to

improve the surface wear condition. From the wear

experiment [37], specific wear rate is reduced dramatically

with decreasing film thickness from 2,000 to 10 nm, which

may be related to the increasing effect of the interface with

decreasing thickness. The interface makes the surface

material have more resistance against scratching by

mediating a large part of the deformation in front of the tip.

There are several factors which may affect the tribo-

logical properties of the surface. Müser [38] studied the

kinetic friction dependence on temperature and scratch

velocity by using the Prandtl–Tomlinson model. Also, as

indicated by Zhu et al. [39, 40], a higher cutting velocity

would result in a larger chip volume in front of the

indenter, both cutting force as well as the normal force, and

the temperature would affect the chip volume in front of

the indenter. Sørensen et al. [41] reported that the friction

force fluctuations were affected by the temperature and

sliding speed, which were related with the excitation of

phonons and energy dissipation. Fang et al. demonstrated

Fig. 10 Average friction force versus contact atom number. Solid
line Linear dependence predicted by Mo et al. [36]. Error bars
Standard deviation in these measurements at different scratch

positions

Fig. 11 Temperature and scratch velocity effects on the friction

process. a Normal and friction force curves for the case of scratch

depth d = 15 Å and film thickness t = 10 Å (black curves are the

case of temperature 1 K, scratch velocity 100 m/s; red curves are the

case of temperature 300 K and scratch velocity 50 m/s). b Average

friction coefficient as a function of film thickness at a scratch depth of

d = 15 Å (red bars denote cases with scratch velocity 50 m/s and

temperature 300 K; black bars denote cases with scratch velocity

100 m/s and temperature 1 k) (Color figure online)
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that the thermostat and the indenter shape in MD simula-

tions should be considered in a nanoscale contact model

[22, 42]. We also performed some simulations at a higher

temperature and low scratch velocity for comparison, as

shown in Fig. 11, which presents the friction behavior at

scratch depth d = 15 Å at different temperatures and

scratch velocities. It can be seen that the increase in tem-

perature and decrease in scratch velocity induce a decrease

of normal and friction force, as shown in Fig. 11a, and also

cause a decrease in the average friction coefficient, as

shown in Fig. 11b. However, Fig. 11 also clearly shows a

similar interface effect on the change of friction coefficient

as shown earlier—the friction coefficient is smaller at

thinner film cases t = 10 and 20 Å. In addition, studies

show that surface structure, such as roughness [43] and

self-affinity [44], can also plays a crucial role in affecting

surface contact; these should also be considered in scratch

process studies. The effect of temperature, contact velocity

and interface geometry (indenter shape, surface structure)

on the tribological properties of the thin film system will be

further studied in our future work.

5 Conclusion

In the present study, three-dimensional MD simulations

using the EAM potential were conducted to study the non-

adhensive nanometric cutting process of Ni film. The

effects of both film thickness and cutting depth on the

nanoscale friction behavior have been investigated. Sum-

maries are listed in Table 1, and the following conclusions

have been drawn.

(1) Ultra-low friction is obtained at the fine cutting depth,

which is around the displacement burst value. How-

ever, the low friction tends to break down as the film

thickness decreases. Internal friction at GB results in

the accumulation of local amorphous structure

beneath the tip that may cause the change in friction

behavior at the surface.

(2) Both scratch depth and film thickness affect nano-

scale friction behaviors. Friction coefficient decreases

with decreases in both the scratch depth and film

thickness, with the exception of the case of very fine

scratch depth (d = 5 Å).

(3) Internal friction at the GB mediates the large part of

deformation generated during the scratch, and the

interface slip between the film and the substrate

releases the stress concentration around the indenter

tip and further reduces both the material accumulation

and friction coefficient.

(4) The interface affects the microstructure formation and

evolution beneath the tip. The required force for

forming trans-film stacking faults is smaller than that

for nucleation of V-shape dislocations, and this is one of

the reasons why the friction coefficient decreases with

decreasing film thickness. Decreasing the film thickness

can induce decreases in both ploughing and piling up,

which may be an effective way of decreasing friction.
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